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Discussion Guide
Christmas is Good News
CoNNeCtiNG: 
45 minutes 
(the following questions are intended to provide your group with a way 
of connecting with one another so that you might partner in the work god 
is doing in your lives.)
•   in what ways did god move in your life this week? in 

what ways did you respond to him?
• what was your biggest challenge this week? in what 

ways, if any, did you invite god into this challenge?
• how honest have you been with us? (graciously 

thank group members for their honesty if they state 
they have held back.)

GettiNG started: 
10 minutes

• when you think “christmas,” what, if anything, 
do you feel? could you explain?     

diviNG iNto the text:
60 minutes 
 (the following questions are intended to provide your group with a 
simple road map through the text. feel free to use these questions in ways 
that best fit your group and the dynamics of your own meeting.)

• using the notes, talk about the background of 
the hymn of celebration found in isaiah 9.  

• read isaiah 9.1-7 aloud. pause. read the text 
once more.  

• what good news is being celebrated in this hymn? 
seek to find as many aspects of this good news 

as possible.  
• considering the experience of israel, in what 

ways might this have been good news worth 
celebrating?  

• consider, for a moment, that in scripture, israel 
stands as an example of humanity. in what ways, 
if any, might their experience under assyria and 
their attempts to free themselves be like our own 
experience of life.  

• how might, their good news, be our good news?  
• do you feel that christians grasp this good news 

as the core of christmas? why might this be the 
case?  

• what might it look like to make this good news 
central to our celebration of christmas?  

• consider taking some of your ideas about 
celebrating christmas and discuss how you might 
experiment with them as families or as a group.

CoNtext aNd BaCkGrouNd
Advent 
advent is a season of the ecclesiastical year during 
which many christians prepare to celebrate the birth 
of Jesus. however, originally, advent had little to 
do with the birth of christ. many scholars believe 
that advent originated sometime in the fourth or 
fifth century in spain and gaul (france) as a time of 
preparation for the baptism of new believers which 
took place during the January feast of epiphany. 
during this period of preparation for baptism initiates, 
these new believers engaged in 40 days of fasting 



and penance. by the sixth century, the larger latin 
church had taken up the practice of fasting and 
penance during these 40 days and linked it with the 
second coming of christ from which we get the term 
“advent” or arrival. during this time, the church was 
encouraged to consider the second coming of christ, a 
time at which he would Judge the living and the dead. 
in light of this reality, penance and fasting were 
undertaken as a means of yearly righting one’s life in 
keeping with what christ was coming to accomplish. in 
some ways, one might see ties between this christian 
practice and the Jewish practice of celebrating the day 
of atonement. both involve the keeping of a rhythm 
of regularly reorienting one’s life around god, a life 
which may have gone astray, pulled by the many forces 
of the world.  
it was not until the middle ages that advent began 
to be linked with the birth of Jesus and was seen as 
a season of preparation for the season of celebrating 
christ’s birth. however, this season never lost its 
tie with the second coming of christ or its call to 
realign one’s life with god’s coming Judgment through 
penance and fasting. in modern times, viewed and 
celebrated properly, advent is a wonderful gift in 
the ecclesiastical calendar. in many ways, christmas 
has become a season of hyped-up enthusiasm, both 
within the church and within culture. this season 
of celebration seems to begin earlier and earlier, and 
with each passing year the focus becomes more on the 
celebration of family and the practice of acquiring than 
about the beginning of the redemptive movement of 
god made possible by his coming to us as immanuel. 
christians who sense this ever-growing detachment 
from the original moorings of christmas attempt to 
return the christmas season to its rightful focus, 
but many of these attempts have become more about 
titles—merry christmas versus happy holidays—
than about a focus on the redemptive movement 
of god. the focus on family and the celebration of 
acquiring remain the same regardless of the name by 
which they go.  
in this world and season of noise, we have advent. 
advent reminds us of where god is going. advent 
reminds us that our world is off-center and god 
is moving to right this off-centeredness, and his 
movement is coming to a climatic conclusion. advent 
calls us to reorient our lives so they are in keeping 

with what god is doing and will one day finish doing. it 
is by this reorientation that we are then able to rightly 
celebrate christmas. we can rightly respond to the 
beginning of god’s movement because we know and have 
responded to its end. because in advent we acknowledge 
that god is moving to right this world and will one day 
finish, christmas can be celebrated as the beginning of 
this movement. in this light, christmas cannot be about 
celebrating the practice of acquiring. it cannot be the 
celebration of anything this world values, but is itself a 
celebration of what god values and is moving to restore. 
together christmas and advent can be a Joyous season 
because as bookends of the redemptive movement of 
god, they remind us that we are now experiencing god’s 
redemptive movement and can experience the blessing 
of Joining god as he seeks to accomplish his kingdom 
purposes.   

the text
isaiah 9.1-7:  the end of the World As We KnoW It 
the hymn of celebration which makes up the bulk of isaiah 
9.1-7, is part of the conclusion of a larger prophecy by 
isaiah which begins in isaiah 7. this prophecy focuses on 
the resistance of israel to the ways of god and the coming 
destruction brought about by assyria as they experience 
of god’s wrath. in this prophecy, isaiah reflects on the 
syro-ephramite war (734-733 b.c.), during which the 
northern parts of israel (samaria) were conquered by 
assyria. the assyrian armies depopulated this area and 
repopulated it with peoples from other conquered regions 
leading to this area begin referred to as galilee of the 
nations (isaiah 9.1). it would never be fully Jewish 
again but only partly Jewish. therefore, this area was 
looked down upon, particularly by those who returned 
to Jerusalem from the babylonian exile, as being less 
important and favored by god.  
this particular hymn of celebration is preceded by a 
reflection of the defeat and destruction brought about 
by the assyrian conquest (isaiah 8.1-18) and the 
efforts of people to free themselves from this experience 
(isaiah 8.19-22). it was a resistance to god which 
brought about the devastating attack of assyria and yet, 
people remained resistant to god’s ways, even in their 
demise. they continued to rely upon themselves to find a 
way forward, even turning to necromancy. however, the 
traJectory of this self-reliance only trended downward 
to greater distress and chaos (darkness). this was the 



case not Just for the individual but for the nation of 
israel as a whole. 
however, the traJectory turns upward, not through 
the actions of man but through the actions of god. 
considering the downward traJectory toward 
destruction brought about by the refusal of people 
to turn to god even in their distress, god moved. he 
moved to reverse the chaos (gloom) and bring order 
and restoration (light) to those who had experienced 
the devastation of the assyrian armies. it is important 
to note that isaiah speaks in the perfect tense; that is, 
he speaks as if god has already accomplished that to 
which isaiah is referring. however, this is not the case. 
isaiah is looking to the future but does so speaking as 
if the future has already been accomplished. this 
is a typical literary device found within the hebrew 
prophets, a device which reminds the reader that what 
they are hearing has already been decided by god and 
that it will certainly come to pass.  
because of the good news that god has decided to 
restore the lives and land of recalcitrant israel, isaiah 
breaks into a hymn of celebration as it is only fitting 
to celebrate this gracious and merciful action of god. 
as poetry, this hymn makes use of the poetic device of 
parallelism which is the practice of repeating a specific 
idea or theme for the purpose of intensifying the point 
and inviting the reader to experience the reality of the 
point being made.  
the hymn begins by noting that people who have only 
experienced lives filled with darkness (chaos) are now 
blinking in the wonderful light (order) of god. their 
world has drastically changed for the better. this 
gives rise to celebration not unlike the celebration of 
abundance or victory because the changing of their 
world is nothing other than the release from the 
bondage of a violent oppressor. the bitter boot of 
assyria is no longer on israel’s neck. rather, a new 
government has taken assyria’s place with the birth of 
a child. this child will overthrow not Just te assyrian 
rule, but all other rulers, to take upon himself the 
governing of the entire world.  
isaiah describes this child with four throne titles 
which defy common experience. unlike other rulers, 
this child will have wisdom which is not of this world 
(wonderful). he will have the strength of god. he 
will relate to people as a constant father, and he 
will not do so with violence. he seeks to instill peace 

(wholeness). his kingdom will be the greatest of all 
kingdoms and will grow and overtake all other kingdoms 
establishing a reign of absolute Justice and uprightness 
for israel and the whole world. this is what god has 
decided to do, and it is good and celebration-worthy.  
standing on its own, this prophecy speaks of a wonderful 
movement of god to right the lives and experience of 
people, a movement which rises from the compassionate 
heart of god. however, isaiah is speaking about more 
than a restored israel. he is speaking of a restored 
humanity, a humanity restored by a child who is god with 
us (immanuel). we cannot lose sight that this prophecy 
is dominated by the promise of god with us (isaiah 
7.14). god has chosen to come to israel even though 
israel has chosen not to come to him. but humanity is 
israel, and god’s coming is a coming to all. his coming 
is meant to restore the lives of those whom he visits and 
the creation which he enters. his coming is not unlike a 
revolution which overthrows all systems and forms of 
power so that he might have full reign over the entirety 
of creation to accomplish his purposes. early christians 
saw this prophecy as pointing to christ, god with us who 
had come to right humanity and the world.  
in advent, we are reminded of where this beginning will 
end, the culmination of god assuming all power over a 
kingdom of complete Justice and righteousness. in the 
prophecy of isaiah, we are reminded where it begins, with 
Jesus. in advent, we are reminded that god is not yet 
finished and we are to cry out for god to finish his work 
(isaiah 64.1-9). in isaiah, we are reminded that we are 
already experiencing this work because god has already 
begun his work in christ.  

real life with Blake:
christmas. i must say, christmas is one of my least 
favorite times of the year. can i say that? well, i Just 
did. i think it is one of my least favorite times because of 
what it does to me. christmas leaves me feeling drained 
and wiped out. something about that is Just wrong. deep 
down we know christmas is a time of celebration and 
Joy, but if that is the case, why is it that the approaching 
season leaves me looking for a place to hide? i am not 
the only one who feels something has gone wrong 
with christmas. many believers recognize this and are 
presently trying to “fix” christmas by engaging in a war 
with culture to put “christ” back in christmas. they 
get ruffled when people say, “happy holidays” and not 



real life with You:
for some people christmas is the most wonderful time of 
the year. for other people, christmas is the darkest of 
seasons, better left unmentioned and uncelebrated. for 
everyone, christmas is a big ball of stress. if the traffic 
and crowds at the mall don’t kill you, the credit card 
bills, visits from estranged family members, and endless 
variations of “santa baby” surely will. christmas isn’t 
supposed to be like this, and we know it. we are Just not 
sure what to do about it. some people think the answer 
lies in getting our culture to acknowledge that christmas 
is about Jesus, but i am not sure this is going to fix 
anything. when we step back, christmas is about the 
gospel. christmas is the gospel, the first grace notes of 
a mighty movement of god to bring about the fullness of 
his kingdom on earth. it is hard to read the prophecies of 
isaiah and the other prophets which foretell of christ’s 
birth any other way. that god would come to establish 
his reign is not about people saying “merry christmas,” 
but rather about a revolutionary act to right humanity 
and our world. it is the end of the world as we know it, 
and this is good news because the world as we know it 
is anything but fine. good news gives us hope and fills 
us with Joy, but it is hard for us to hear this good news 
in the cacophony of noise that has become christmas. 
this is why advent is a gift. in advent, we tune out the 
noise and remember where it is all going. god is going to 
finish at some point and he will have everything. when 
we remember where it is going and align our lives with 
god’s own we can see how it all began with fresh eyes. 
we can hear the good news of christmas and feel the 
Joy and hope it brings because christmas is the end of the 
world as we know it.
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“merry christmas” and when towns take down nativity 
scenes. i get their point. christmas does involve Jesus, 
but christmas is a christian celebration not a cultural 
celebration. if culture wishes to celebrate when we 
do, i am fine with that. if they want to celebrate the 
bonds of family and friendship with the giving of gifts 
and gathering in homes, i am all for that. i don’t see 
how forcing them to say “merry christmas” is going to 
fix our problem and it is our problem because it is our 
celebration.  
so, what has gone wrong with christmas? i think what 
has gone wrong is we have forgotten what christmas is 
all about. we are so influenced—unwittingly so!—
by our cultural celebration of family and by our war 
to have the name “christmas” legitimized we have lost 
sight of the real point. the real point of christmas is 
not that it is Jesus’ birthday. the real point of christmas 
is that we have the beginning of the gospel, the coming 
reign of god’s kingdom (mark 1.14-15). christmas is 
about god taking the first steps to put this world and 
our lives in order, and what great steps they were. but 
i lose sight of this in all the noise and in the brightness 
of the flashing lights of the season. i lose sight that god 
moved to reestablish his reign, that christmas began the 
greatest revolution this world has ever seen. i forget 
that christmas is nothing other than the first grace 
notes of the gospel. this is where advent becomes a gift 
to me.  
for someone who grew up baptist, advent was always 
one of those things i heard about but didn’t understand. 
advent is a season of slowing and remembering where 
it is all going, the climatic day of Jesus’ return when 
god finishes his world-wide revolution. it is the day 
when god says, “it is all mine again!” advent invites me 
to turn aside from the noise and the lights to remember 
and realign my heart and life, to go with god. in so 
doing, i find christmas. i like to say, i fix christmas. 
really, advent fixes christmas. when i remember and 
realign with where god is going, i am prepared to see 
and respond to how it began. i can see with fresh eyes the 
marvelous action of god to come and begin his work to 
right this world. i can see and i can reJoice. not only can 
i reJoice, but now i have a message about christmas my 
culture needs and desires, a message of hope that it is the 
end of the world as we know it, and that feels Just fine.  


